AFTERNOON HAT INSTRUCTIONS
A basic bucket hat, fully lined, and ready for a trip outdoors.
Download the pattern for free:
https://afternoonpatterns.com/shop/afternoon-hat-sewing-pattern

PRINT AND ASSEMBLE YOUR PATTERN
The Afternoon hat pattern is only three pages (your choice of letter or A4). Open up the PDF and select
either ‘actual size’, 100% or ‘no scaling’ in your print options panel. This is to make sure that it prints
at the right size. There are test squares included so that you can double-check the measurements before
you start sewing. A seam allowance of 10 mm (approx. 3/8”) is included on the pattern pieces.

There is very little pattern assembly required! Glue the pattern pieces for the top of the hat together,
then simply cut out the top, crown and brim pieces in your size.
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PREPARING AND CUTTING YOUR FABRIC
This hat is a great way to use up larger fabric scraps. Just jigsaw your pattern pieces onto your fabric and
cut them out.
If you want to buy fabric specifically for your hat, you will need 35 cm main fabric and 35 cm lining. You
might need more if you want to pattern match or if your fabric has a strong directional print.
To cut out, spread your fabric out right side up. I will demonstrate below with the lining.
Fold the right selvedge edge in, providing enough width to place the crown piece on a fold. Cut two crown
pieces.

Trim the scraps off the right edge and fold it in again, providing enough with to place the brim piece on a
fold. Cut two brim pieces.
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Finally, cut the circular top piece from a single layer of fabric.

I find that this method of cutting out is most economical and leaves a decently sized piece of fabric behind.
Depending on fabric width and hat size, it can be enough to get two hats out of your 35 cm.
Cut out your main fabric in the same way as the lining. Now we have all the pieces to start construction.

SEWING THE BRIM
Place the brim pieces right sides together and stitch the side seams. Press the seam allowances open.
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SEWING THE CROWN
Place the crown pieces right sides together and stitch the side seams. Press the seam allowances open.
This is a good point to try the crown on and assess the fit. If it’s slightly too snug or too loose, you will be
able to make small adjustments by decreasing or increasing your seam allowance.

Turn right side out and top stitch on either side of the side seams. Below is what the top stitching looks
like from the outside and the inside.

ATTACHING THE TOP
Mark the top piece into quarters. I like to think of it as the face of a clock, marking 6, 9, 12 and 3 o’clock.
You will notice that the top piece is slightly oval. The height of the oval at 12 o’clock is the front of the hat,
9 and 3 o’clock are the sides of the hat.
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Match the top piece to the crown, with right sides together. Make sure the sides of the top piece match the
side seams of the crown.

Ease the circumference of the top into the crown. I find it useful to clip into the curves just a little to make
it easier to, um, ease!

Once the top is attached, press the seam allowances down towards the crown. Turn right side out and top
stitch on the crown, close to the attachment seam.
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ATTACHING THE BRIM
Now for the brim! Match the brim and the lower edge of the crown right sides together, taking care to line
up the side seams.

Stitch together, then press the seam allowance up towards the crown. Turn right side out and top stitch on
the crown, close to the attachment seam.

Repeat all the sewing you’ve done so far for the lining.
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JOINING THE TWO HATS
Once you have assembled the outer fabric and repeated all the steps for the lining, you will have two hats!
To join them, place one over the other, right sides together. Match the brims all the way around.

Stitch together, leaving a gap of a few centimetres for turning.

FINISHING THE BRIM
Reach into the gap left in the brim and turn the hat right side out.
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Nestle the lining into the crown of the hat. Round out the brim, being careful to keep the lining slightly
towards the inside of the hat. The fabric in the gap will naturally curl towards the inside. Pin in place and
press gently.

Top stitch along the edge of the brim, catching the lining underneath.

To hold the rest of the brim lining in place and give the hat a bit more structure, top stitch concentric
circles around the brim.
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And you’re done! Admire your handiwork and head on outside!

THANK YOU!
Thanks for sewing along and making the Afternoon hat! Please share on Instagram, Twitter or Facebook
with #afternoonhat – I’d love to see what you made. As always, if you enjoyed the pattern or have any
other feedback, please feel free to email me on jenny@afternoon.co.za. Now go show that hat some sun!
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